
Keira 
Female Elf Thief 

Level 1        Unaligned 
 

ABILITY   SCORE  

STRENGTH  14  
Athletics +7 
 

CONSTITUTION 11  
Endurance +0 
 

DEXTERITY  18  
Acrobatics +9, Stealth +9, Thievery +9 
 

INTELLIGENCE 10  
Arcana +0, History +0, Religion +0 
 

WISDOM  12  
Dungeoneering +1, Heal +1, Insight+1, Nature 

Passive Insight 11, Passive Perception 18 
 

CHARISMA  14  
Bluff +7, Diplomacy +2, Intimidate +2, Streetwise 
 

AC   16 

FORTITUDE 12 

REFLEX  16 

WILL   12 

HIT POINTS 28  BLOODIED 

SURGES 6  HP HEALED

SECOND WIND  ACTION POINT
 

INITIATIVE +4  SPEED

VISION LOW-LIGHT, NORMAL 

LANGUAGES COMMON, ELVEN 

 

OTHER ABILITIES (Bonuses inc. in stats 

Wild Step: You ignore difficult terrain when you shift.

Group Awareness: You grant non-elf allies within 5 squares of you 

a +1 racial bonus to Perception checks. 

First Strike: At the start of the encounter, you have combat 

advantage against any creatures that have not yet acted in that 

encounter. 

 

CLASS ADVICE  

Rogues rely on skill, stealth, and the vulnerabilities of their 

opponents to get the upper hand. As a rogue, you want to stay near 

tougher adventurers for protection while you take down enemies as 

fast as possible. Use tactical trick and tumbling trick to make sure 

you get combat advantage so you get your sneak attack bonus 

damage. 

 

EQUIPMENT 
10 daggers, short sword, leather armour, adventurer’s kit, thieves’ 

tools and 20 gold pieces. 
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BACKGROUND 
You have spent much of your wayward life moving  between locales 

in the Dalelands, staying one step ahead of the people you have 

swindled. You tell your-self you’ve done most of your illegal deeds 

in order to survive, but you secretly acknowledge that thie

cheating, bluffing, and running are a great deal of fun.

You come from a family of respected Archendale merchants, and 

your many trips to Sembia taught you the value of coin and good 

business sense. With such a heritage, you didn’t need to become the

person you are. But this nature has always been a part of you. Your 

trickster’s spirit had you slipping away from your nurses to steal 

cakes and cut loose purses almost as soon as you could walk.

Then one day, you stole from the wrong person, and soon the

Shadovar network was after you. It tracked you down on several 

occasions, but each time you managed to wiggle away. Then your 

luck ran out when a Shadovar agent caught you. But as he was 

taking you back to the Netherese noble you had swindled, foll

of Amaunator swooped in and freed you. Your rescuers introduced 

you to their leader, Her Radiance Dareen Travaskyr.

Even though she disapproved of your thieving ways, the priestess 

appreciated your skills. She had you per

her in return for some coin, enough to allow you to live honestly and 

stay out of trouble. Recently, Dareen charged you with reclaiming a 

rare ruby from a temple to Amaunator that the Netherese had 

sacked. She said she needed the ruby so she could complete

important ritual. You slipped past the Netherese, swiped the 

gemstone, and swiftly returned to Dagger Falls.
 

PERSONALITY 
You have lived a fun-loving, adventure

You have acted first and worried about the consequences later

However, since that Netherese agent captured you, you haven’t felt 

quite right. Physically you are fine, but mentally you fear you might 

be unravelling.  

You still have urges nudging you to do whatever you want without 

worrying about the ramifications of

become your own nemesis, sometimes announcing what you intend 

to do before stealing something or blurting out, “I am lying to you,” 

after telling a fib. You are beginning to fear that the Shadovar might 

have cursed you with some honesty hex. Nothing could be worse for 

a rogue. 

 

QUOTE 
“Last thing to cross your mind? My blade.”
 

Dagger 

At-Will   Weapon 

Standard Action Ranged

Target:  One creature  

Attack:  1d20 + 7 vs. AC  

Hit:  1d4 + 6 damage. 

 

Shortsword 

At-Will   Weapon 

Standard Action Melee 

Target:  One creature  

Attack:  1d20 + 7 vs. AC  

Hit:  1d6 + 6 damage. 
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POWERS 
All weapon attack powers assume use of the shortsword as the main weapon. 
 

Shortsword Melee Basic Attack 

At-Will   Weapon  

Standard Action Melee weapon  

Target:  One creature  

Attack:  1d20 + 7 vs. AC  

Hit:  1d6 + 6 damage. 
 

Tactical Trick Rogue Utility 

Your quick assessment of the battlefield shows you both where 

to step and which enemies are too distracted to defend 

themselves properly. 

At-Will   Martial 

Move Action  Personal  

Effect:  You move up to 7 squares, and you do not 

provoke opportunity attacks when leaving squares adjacent 

to your allies. Until the end of your turn, you gain combat 

advantage against enemies that have at least one of your 

allies adjacent to them. 
 

Tumbling Trick Rogue Utility 

You dodge between your foes, slashing to the right and left 

with such speed that one attack leads into another. 

At-Will   Martial 

Move Action  Personal  

Effect:  You shift up to 3 squares. The next time you hit 

an enemy with a melee basic attack this turn, you also deal 2 

damage to a different enemy, which must be adjacent to 

you. 
 

Sneak Attack Rogue Utility 

You exploit your enemies weakness to deliver a more powerful 

attack. 

At-Will   Martial 

No Action  Personal  

Trigger:  You hit an enemy granting combat advantage to 

you. 

Target:  The enemy you hit 

Effect:  The target takes 2d6 extra damage from the 

triggering attack 

Special:  You can only deal this damage once per turn 
 

Second Wind Utility 

You take a moment to catch your breath and gather yourself. 

Encounter   

Standard Action Personal 

Effect:  Spend a Healing Surge and gain a +2 bonus to 

all defenses until the start of your next turn. 
 

Elven Accuracy Elf Racial Utility 

With an instant of focus, you take careful aim at your foe and 

strike with the legendary accuracy of the elves. 

Encounter   

Free Action  Personal 

Trigger:  You maker an attack roll and dislike the result 

Effect:  Reroll the attack roll. Use the second roll, even if 

it’s lower. 
 

 

Backstab Rogue Utility 

You take a split second to locate the most vulnerable point in 

your enemy’s defenses. 

Encounter  Weapon, Martial 

Free Action  Personal 

Trigger:  You make an attack roll against an enemy within 

5 squares of you using a basic attack with a weapon. The 

enemy must be granting combat advantage to you. 

Effect:  You gain a +3 power bonus to the attack roll, 

and the enemy takes 1d6 extra damage if the attack hits. 

 


